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ABSTRACT

Taman wisata mekarsari is the biggest fruit garden in Indonesia. And have collections of fruit plantation all over the world, having area so vast as 263 acres making tourist are imposibble to explore all the area on foot, because the transportation service are mass transportation and run in already given course the tourist who want to explore the area without limitation to the given mass transportation course is unfortunately can not have what they walked. And because of tourist who want private transportation vehicle is rapidly growing and also the developers already planned to increase the capacity of it’s transport vehicle for private use services.

In this designing agrotourism vehicle, approach in tourist need is a priority and the use of car base for giving maximum services. And drow tourist interest become the basic concepts planning

The development of this new concepts is adolry atribut and function, wich is besides become tools on vehicle to explore the agro tourism park also able to answer what the tourist need in the area of mekarsari’s agrotourism park such as picnic and exploring all the exhibit or over travelling around
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